
Chapter 4 

MIGRATION FROM IPV4 TO IPV6 
INSRILANKAINSURANCE 

Presently both the wide area network and the local area networks of SLI are complete

ly 1Pv4. Just like any other organization SLI too uses conventional structures as can be 

seen in the diagram in figure 4.1. Some of the networking equipments are there purely 

because of the limitation of the private address space. Starting from a few years back 

the impact and dependency on Internet for business purposes has been increasing. In 

addition to the conventional applications like e-mail most of the core business applica

tions are Internet-driven. Even a slight delay in the decision making process due to 

poor network performance can lead to the diversion of valuable business to a competi

tor. 

In keeping with the modern trends of office automation, internet access at almost every 

user desk has become a necessity. Officers must have the facility to access different 

institutions like banks which are used by customers as channels of transactions. With 

the diversification of business, organizations are looking forward to different avenues 

of business providing customers with more facilities. One example is the foreign 

remittance services where the end user is heavily dependent on the Internet-based 

exchange services being provided by many organizations which are not even financial 

institutions. 

In consideration of these requirements any large scale organization contemplating 

migration to an 1Pv6 network environment would definitely be at a competitive 
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advantage over its rivals. This chapter describes the actual migration done in SLL the 

issues faced and their impact on performance. 

4.1 Network Migration 

As stated in the introduction tlrstly it is required to make sure the netvvork is compati

ble with 1Pv6. Therefore. the tirst step in 1Pv6 migration at SLl \vas to change over the 

existing network to be compatible with 1Pv6. To make the SLl network 1Pv6 compati

ble there are a few changes required. Figure 4.1 sho\\S a simpJitled schematic of the 

existing net\vork with the possible configurations at the head oftlce and at a sample 

branch office. In branch oftices there can be I Pv4-only PCs which do not support dual 

stack and those which support dual stack. It is assumed that 1Pv6-only PCs will be 

introduced in time to come. Same way it is assumed that in the Head Office 1Pv4-only. 

1Pv6-only and dual stack servers are available. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic network diagram of SLl 

Presently. none of the end routers in the branches support dual stack except for a few 

routers which were acquired specially for this project. It is reasonable to assume that all 

future routers \Viii support at least the basic features of 1Pv6. There is no effective 

alternative solution for the core router if it is not supporting 1Pv6. That means if it is 
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decided to migrate to 1Pv6 from !Pv4 in an environment as shown in figure 4. I. it is 

essential to have the core router/s to be compatible with at least basic l Pv6 features. 

However SLl has one core router that supports dual stack after an operating system 

upgrade. 

Some of the main servers have dual stack support and some servers support I Pv4 only. 

It is assumed that in future lPv6 only servers will be available. Figure 4.2 shovvs the 

proposed net\vork that supports I Pv6. It shows the required tunnels to be created. the 

servers, PCs. routers and Firewalls which need modifications and other required 

equipment to be introduced shown shaded. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic network diagram of proposed network 

4.1.1 Migration Methodology and Design 
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One of the core routers will be used as the tunnel-end-point router at the head office 

and this router will be used for allocating !SA TAP 1Pv6 addresses to branch PCs. Head 

Office PCs and Head Office Servers wherever possible (some servers need manual 

allocation of 1Pv6 addresses). Since the branch-end router does not support lPv6. the 

remote end-point of the tunnel will be the branch-end PC itself. Assuming all the layer 

2 Ethernet switches will support switching !Pv6 packets there will be no tunneling used 

within LANs. 
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As described previously the auto configuration capability of 1Pv6 saves network 

administrators a lot of work. It has been designed to do away with the requirement of 

manually configuring hosts before connecting them to the network and the method of 

address assigning will be stateless auto configuration. Even larger sites with multiple 

networks and routers do not need a DHCP server to configure hosts. Anyvvay for 

advertising additional parameters like a default gateway or a DNS server address. it is 

required to use state-full auto configuration like DHCPv6. An !Pv6 address is leased 

to a node for a certain life time. When the life time expires. the address becomes 

invalid [ 19]. The core router at the Head Office was configured to be as shown in 

figure 4.3. so that it acts as the prefix distributor for stateless auto configuration and 

tunnel end point. 

It was decided to allocate one subnet for each branch location. Therefore. each branch 

needs a separate tunnel Interface to be configured with. The configuration shown in 

figure 4.3 illustrates only the relevant portion for connecting two branch locations to 

Head Office. 
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interface Tunnel1 
description ISATAP tunnel for City Branch 
no ip address 

! 

no ip redirects 
ipv6 address 2402:D000:A2:?::/64 eui-64 
no ipv6 nd suppress-ra 
tunnel source 8erial2/0:? 
tunnel mode ipv6ip isatap 

interface Tunnel2 
description ISATAP tunnel for Ratmalana Branch 
no ip add1•ess 

! 

no ip redirects 
ipv6 address 2402:D000:A2:8::/64 eui-64 
no ipv6 nd suppress-ra 
tunnel source 8erial2/0:2 
tunnel mode ipv6ip isatap 

interface FastEthernet0/0 
ip address 10.1.1.18 255.255.0.0 
ip route-cache flow 
speed auto 
full-duplex 
ipv6 address 2402:D000:A2:4::/64 eui-64 
no cdp enable 
bridge-group 1 

' 
interface 8erial2/0:5 
description 8erial2/0:5 U# 128 Hbps UU ?240F UU SLIC-HIRIBATHGODA 
ip address 192.168.81.1 255.255.255.252 
encapsulation ppp 
no cdp enable 

' interface 8erial2/0:6 

! 

no ip address 
encapsulation ppp 
no cdp enable 

inte1•face 8erial2/0:7 
description 8erial2/0:7 UU 128 Hbps U# 7245F ## SLIC-CITYOFFICE-288 
ip address 192.168.8.1 255.255.255.252 
encapsulation ppp 
ip route-cache flow 

Figure 4.3: Head office core router configuration 

For the Head Oftice LAN there is no tunneling and 1Pv6 prefix 2402:dOOO:a2:4::/6"4 is 

advertised via the Ethernet Interface. The t'Wo !SAT AP tunnel interfaces are shm\ n 

which are configured to advertise 1Pv6 prefixes 2402:dOOO:a2:7::/64 and 

2402:dOOO:a2:8::/64 to two different branches and these advertisements are sourced via 

the respective Serial Interfaces. No changes were done with the serial I nterfaccs and 

the router advertises the link local address of the Serial Interface as the default gate

\\ ay. By default in Cisco routers I Pv6 router advertisements are restricted and should 

be enabled manually. 
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4.1.2 Network Address Allocation 

The number plan given here is purely for test purposes. The prefix assigned to Sl.l is 

2402:dOOO:a2::/48. Bits 49 to 64 \vere used to create the subnets. With the auto-

configuration. the flexibility of address assigning and address conservation is limited. 

Table 4.1 gives the proposed 1Pv6 number plan for SLI. 

4.1.3 

Table 4.1: Network address allocation 

Prefix Category 

2402 :dOOO:a2 :4::/64 Head Office 

2402:d000:a2:5::/64 Tunnel for Internet 

2402:dOOO:a2:6::/64 Unsecured zone for Internet Access 

2402:dOOO:a2:7::/64 City Branch 

2402:dOOO:a2:8-120::/64 Other Branches 

Prefix Advertising and Address Allocation in Head 
Office 

As mentioned the core router \Vas used for prefix advertisement. The router configura

tion to advertise the prefix is straightforward as shown in figure 4.3. To achieve this 

effect, the advertising interfaces should be configured with the prefix and the subnet 

!D. The router will advertise the prefix. by default at every 200 ms interval. However 

this can be configured. 

The main drawback is that the listening nodes take the advertising interface ID as the 

default gateway. With Windows XP. it is not clear how to configure the 1Pv6 default 

gateway manually. So the only option is to have a manual "default route" entry. 

Further if there are two routers with prefix advertising enabled, then nodes will be 

confused. So it is mandatory to make sure that there is only one router that advertises 

prefixes for one sub network. Further a procedure for the end node to be configured to 

I isten to adve1iisements from only one specific router for auto configuration is not 

known to exist. Though this makes things easier with stateless auto configuration it is 

required to manually enable the node OS for 1Pv6 except in Windm\S Vista. There are 
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a few other drawbacks in the I Pv6 address stateless auto configuration probably due to 

that configuration specifications being still under development. 

With this auto configuration the end nodes get a .. default gateway" and this cannot be 

removed permanently (Even though this default gateway is removed with .. netsh" 

commands. with the next router advertisement this will be added). So it is required to 

add specific route entries as per the requirements. It seems that there is no \vay of 

customizing the route advertisements vvith Cisco routers used as the prefix advertising 

router. This is not a simple issue and although the 1Pv6 addr~ss is distributed automati

cally. for some cases it is required to configure the route parameters manually. Anywa) 

with DIICPv6 some ofthese features are available. 

A !though the author has proposed stateless auto configuration as the address assigning 

method for SLI. with the practical experience its suitability as against DHCPv6 for a 

large enterprise is to be investigated further. 

4.1.4 Prefix Advertising and Address Allocation in Branch 
Offices 

The same router used in section 4.1.3 was used for tunnel address assigning and as the 

tunnel end-point. Separate tunnel interfaces were created for each branch and the 

prefixes \vere advertised via the relevant serial Interfaces. The tunnels are created .with 

the PCs at the branch. The biggest drawback in this configuration is the requirement of 

manually adding the prefix advertising router in each and every PC at all the branches 

either by command line or adding an entry to the host table. Here the central local DNS 

server cannot be used to resolve the prefix advertising router since each and every 

branch identifies the router by the serial Interface IP and not by a unique IP for all the 

branches. 

If the DNS server is configured to resolve the prefix advertising router then there will 

be multiple .. A·· records one for each serial interface resolving the address .. ISA TAP". 

When a query comes to the DNS server for the name .. ISA TAP" it will reply with all 

the addresses confusing the client. If the Windows clients support a modified DNS 

querying string rather than the fixed string "'IS AT AP" which is embedded to the 
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operating system [4]. branch PCs can be enabled to get the correct 1Pv6 pretix assigned 

to them by consulting a DNS server. As per the current specification to achieve the 

above proposed configuration. each and every branch PC (except 1Pv4-only PCs) has 

to be configured with the !SAT AP advertising router interface either with net shell 

commands or by editing the host table. 

Anyway. if the router's Ethernet Interface is used as the advertising interface through

out the SLI. the need to configure each and every PC is eliminated. But with this setup 

there is no way of configuring subnets for branches. and the Head Office LAN will be 

flooded with the router advertisements destined for branches as vvell. This too was 

tested and worked. But it is not recommended for SLI due to the unnecessary router 

advertisements and router solicitations injected to the Head Office LAN and this will 

disturb the flexibility and control of having a subnet structure. 

4.1.5 Performance Issues of Network Migration 

With 1Pv6 enabling in the head office there were additional Neighbour Discovery 

messages initiated by end-nodes and Router Preflx Advertisements by routers. But in 

the SLI LAN environment there was no visible impact at all and there was not any 

identifiable delay in response times to ··ping'" command to 1Pv6 addresses and IP4 

addresses. The results were same as in test case 3 in section 3.7. However. as clearly 

shown in test case 2 there is a clear added delay with tunneling which is described in 

section 4.3. under Network Application Migration. There is no noticeable increment in 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage or memory usage irrespective of two routing 

tables in the central router. Anyway the core router used in this migration is a big one 

with excess memo!) . 

4.2 Operating System Migration 

The Windows OS migration aspects were discussed under section 4.1 and even under 

some previous sections. Apart from MS WindO\vs OS variants. AIX. OS/400. 

ESA/VSE and Linux are the other main operating systems used in SLI. However it is 

clear that in order to promote the use of I Pv6. many OS I P stacks prefer the use of I Pv6 

to 1Pv4 when both protocols are available for communicating with another system. 
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4.2.1 AIX 

The core insurance database is running on AIX 5L OS. AIX 5L supports !Pv6 ad

dresses and configuration is straightforward. It supports stateless auto configuration 

and manual configuration. AIX supports temporary configuration of addresses for 

testing. With root authority the following command brings up the 1Pv6 capable 

interfaces on the system. 

autoco::f6 ·A 

With the following command the interfaces can be viewed. 

ne-r:=.stat ni 

figure 4.4 shows the output ofnetsta~ -ni command after issuing the command 

aut:oconf6 -A. 

Figure 4.4: Output of .. netstat -ni"' command 

Then start the ndpd-host daemon by issuing the command 

starts -s ncipd-host 

Once started. the ndpd daemon takes over the !Pv6 interface and router configuration 

for AIX. It sends out Router Solicitations and on receipt of a valid Router Advertise

ment it will automatically build new 1Pv6 addresses using the given prefix and will 

configure these new addresses as aliases on the appropriate interface. Figure 4.5 shows 

the output of ··netstat -ni" command after automatic configuration. 
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Figure 4.5: Output of ··netstat -ni" after auto configuration 

With this configuration the AIX hosts are fully configured. This 1Pv6 configuration. 

however. will be removed when the host is rebooted. To have the 1Pv6 stateless 

address configuration survive reboots. it is required to add the above commands to 

/etc/rc.tcpip file. There are different variants of this command which increase the 

granularity and flexibility. But for this purpose only the essential basic commands are 

given. 

4.2.2 OS400 I V5Rl 

A few Insurance modules and the authentication module for core Insurance applica

tions are running on an AS/400 server with OS/400 V5R 1 which was released before 

year 200 I. This has no 1Pv6 support at all. There are a few upgrades available to this 

OS which are mainly targeted on security aspects. and not on accommodating .dual 

stacks. So this server cannot be made contactable by 1Pv6-only nodes. The only 

solution will be to use a Translation mechanism as described in section 2.7. 

Considering the extensive support of Cisco. the NA T-PT seems the most suitable 

address translation mechanism which can be deployed. Further. with NA T-PT there are 

no changes required to the existing hosts because all NA T-PT configuring are per

formed at the NAT-PT router. Figure 4.6 shows NAT-PT runs on a router bet\\een 

AS/400 (1Pv4 only server) and dual stack network to connect an 1Pv6-only node. 
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Figure 4.6: NA T-PT configuration 

NA T-PT uses static translation rules to map one 1Pv6 address. 1Pv6-only nodes com

municate with 1Pv4-only netvvork node using 1Pv6 mapping of the 1Pv4 address 

configured on the NAT-PT router. The NAT-PT router will be configured vvith source 

1Pv6 address for the 1Pv6-only node. and to an 1Pv4 address in the range of SLI Head 

Office. NA T-PT router is also configured to map the source 1Pv6 address of the 

AS/400 to the EUI-64 1Pv6 address of it. When the packets with a source 1Pv6 address 

of 1Pv6-only node are received at the NA T-PT router. they are translated to have a 

destination address to match the address of AS/400. Same way the AS/400 can reach 

the 1Pv6-only node. 

This environment could not be tested. The reason was that to enable NA T-PT in a 

Cisco router a special featured I Pv6 feature set has to be obtained. This demands more 

memory and even with routers specially acquired for this project the resources were 

not adequate. So it is very important to study how vendors have classified their equip

ment and software modules before any purchasing. From a customer point ofvievv it is 

disappointing that in this emerging technology. only certain 1Pv6 features are sup

ported by Cisco routers \Vith the default 1Pv6 feature set while the other certain 1Pv6 

features are to be purchased separately. 

4.2.3 Fedora Core (Release 6) 

SLI e-mail is running on Fedora Core 6 (Kernel Version 2.6.18) Enabling dual stack 

operation is straightforward. Generally after kernel 2.2. Linux supports 1Pv6. All what 

is needed is to check the Linux Kernel for 1Pv6 readiness and install the kernel module 

if required. If 1Pv6 is suppotied then enable 1Pv6 and enable the required Ethernet 

Interface for auto configuration so that it listens to pretix advertisements and confi

gures itself. With the Linux OS. there is sufficient documentation available and step

by-step guide lines can be found in Internet. 
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4.3 Network Application Services Migration 

Once the ""Network .. and the ""Operating Systems .. are ready for 1Pv6, it is required to 

migrate the ··Network Applications ... In SLI, there are ten major network applications 

available. They are Web. DNS, Proxy, Caching, Domain Controlling. FTP, Telnet. 

Virus Preventing. E-mail and File Sharing services. There is no strict order of migra

tion of network services to I Pv6, but since DNS services are used by all the end-nodes 

in accessing all the other applications, it is recommended to migrate the DNS servers 

first. Since all the logins are authenticated by the Domain Controller, it is recommend

ed to migrate the Domain Controller next. As shown in table 3.1 many of these servers 

are running in Windows 2003 except one Domain Controller which is in Windows 

2000 server. All the application server operating systems are needed to be migrated 

first to 1Pv6. 

4.3.1 DNS Service 

Firstly the internal DNS servers should be enabled with dual stack support. Then all the 

appropriate AAAA records should be added to resolve the 1Pv6 address. Windows 

DNS server by default gives preference to 1Pv6 over 1Pv4. when both address records 

are available. Since 1Pv6 is given priority, clients always get the 1Pv6 address for the 

queries. There is no measurable difference in response time for DNS queries from the 

Head Ot1ice and there is no measurable increment on the number of packets in the 

network as well. This was measured with a simple test network and by counting the IP 

packets with the Ether Type 86DD. 

But from branches there is an additional latency as described in section 3.4. Figure 4.7 

shows the time difference vvith 1Pv6 DNS and 1Pv4 DNS. The time difference is more 

or less constant irrespective of the branch location and this confirms the conclusion of 

the test scenario 1. that the delay is not due to DNS response time but because of the 

time consumption for decapsulation at the tunnel end point. 
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Figure 4.7: Time difference comparison with tunneling and without tunneling 

The DNS clients support querying, processing and dynamic registration of 1Pv6 host 

resource records. But in Windows XP and Windows 2003. DNS messages can be 

exchanged only over 1Pv4. So there is no requirement of client machines to be confi

gured with the 1Pv6 address of the DNS server. With the .. netsh interface ipv6 add dns'" 

command 1Pv6 address of the DNS server can be added to the clients if required. 

Though this is allowed. Windows XP never shows the 1Pv6 DNS server and it returns a 

blank line in response to the command .. netsh interface ipv6 show dns'" .That means 

1Pv6-only clients cannot resolve addresses using Windows 2003 DNS servers atid the 

DNS server address must be configured in 1Pv4. and the reply will be sent back to the 

1Pv4 address by the DNS server. 

4.3.2 Windows Active Directory 

Once the Active Directory server is 1Pv6 enabled and allowed to be automatically 

configured with an 1Pv6 address. adding a dual IP client computer to the domain is 

straightforward. By following the same procedure as in I Pv4 it can be done. There is 

no measurable delay in login authentication time when compared at the Head Office. 

but at the branch level a slight additional delay is observed. 
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4.3.3 Internet Information Server 

Internet Information Server (liS) version 6 and later supports 1Pv6 if the underlying 

operating system also supports 1Pv6. Anyway when 1Pv6 is enabled on the Windows 

system this is done automatically. The good news is that once I P stack has been 

enabled. liS picks up automatically. Basic support for 1Pv6 in liS as shipped with 

Windows 2003 is merely complete. 1Pv6 addresses will be written to log files and the 

two variables LOCAL ADDR and REMOTE ADDR will be set to the 1Pv6 address - -

for 1Pv6 connections. But REMOTE HOST \Viii show the 1Pv6 address for 1Pv6 

addresses and the host name for 1Pv4 addresses. 

But in the "Web Server Properties" it is not allowed to select any 1Pv6 addresses. So 

the "IP address" under "Web Server Properties" should be changed to "All Unas

signed". otherwise liS \\ill not respond to the queries made by clients. liS Manager 

does not display 1Pv6 addresses as it does with 1Pv4: that is. the GUI of liS does not 

provide a way to work \vith or manipulate 1Pv6 addresses. Since there is no way of 

specifying the 1Pv6 addresses. it seems that most of the additional features that come 

with liS 6 are not applicable to 1Pv6 such as IP address restrictions. Bandwidth proper

ties and Server Binding properties. 

Further the FTP server and the SMTP server that come with liS 6 do not support !pv6 

at all. That means even though it is stated that Windows XP and Windows 2003 

support 1Pv6. with liS 6 which comes with Windows XP and Windows 2003. only 

WWW service is supported. 

The Internet Explorer (IE) web brO\vser version 6, which comes vvith Windows XP 

does not support for the format for literal 1Pv6 addresses (as described in RFC 3896). 

To browse 1Pv6 sites with IE6. it is required that IE6 sends out DNS requests for 

AAAA records and DNS to return an 1Pv6 address. This way IE6 works with 1Pv6 web 

sites. Anyway IE version 7. which is available freely. has improved support for 1Pv6. It 

supports literal 1Pv6 addresses directly in the format 

http:/ /[2402:dOOO:a2:4:c8c9:8517:ecd:4b7b]. Many of the other browsers like Firefox 

version 3 support literal I Pv6 addresses. 
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4.3.4 Tel net 

Windows 2003 Telnet server and client support 1Pv6. Once the WindO\\<S operating 

system is enabled with 1Pv6. both the telnet client and telnet server are enabled with 

1Pv6 automatically. 

4.3.5 File Sharing 

Windows XP does not include 1Pv6 support for file and printer sharing. Though 

Microsoft documents [22] say that File and Printer sharing services are available with 

restrictions with Windows 2003. it is not working. It seems that the 1Pv6 address is not 

bound to any file or folder properties. 

4.3.6 Proxy 

Many organizations have deployed HTTP proxies (or proxies with firewall features) to 

control access to the web. or proxy cache engines to reduce the bandwidth usage and to 

improve response times to the clients. 

SLI uses several ··JSA 2006" proxy servers with Windows 2003 server and one- squid 

proxy with Fedora Core 6. The most interesting thing is though Windows 2003 OS 

supports 1Pv6, !SA 2006. which is the latest available and recommended to be used 

with Windows 2003. does not support 1Pv6. The situation is equally bad or even worse 

with Squid proxy where not even a roadmap is found. 

The only proxy server that the author has found with 1Pv6 support was Apache 2. This 

is a proxy caching server where two modules run independently. Deploying Apache 2 

seems a simple task and it allows access restrictions to be configured with 1Pv6 ad

dresses also. The only issue is the unavailability of adequate documentation. Further 

this can be configured to work as 1Pv6 proxy as well as 1Pv4 proxy simultaneously. All 

what is to be done is to add the following two lines to the configuration file: 
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_i_js+J;n [::1:8080 

_l_isten 0 .. 0.0:8080 

This will make the proxy server listen to requests from both 1Pv6 and 1Pv4 clients. This 

can be configured to control the access too. The schematic of the proposed setup is 

shown in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Using Apache as a dual stack proxy 

However. there are arguments that with I Pv6 there is no use of Web Proxy servers 

since the \vhole idea of the proxy is to hide the local lP addresses. But due to two 

obvious reasons 1Pv6 support is required at this stage. the tirst is proxy servers do a lot 

more than being a proxy. The second and most important one is at a point of technolo

gy migration the existing systems should be upgraded so that they support new 

technology with old concepts. 

Surprisingly the very latest Internet Explorer (version 7 and version 8 beta) ·d·o not 

support adding an 1Pv6 address of a proxy server. There is no documented way of 

adding a proxy-sever to IE via the command-line as well. The Mozilla Firefox version 

3 supports adding an I Pv6 proxy server. The good point is that if one tries to access 

Internet with Mozilla contigured with the 1Pv6 address of the ISA proxy server. the 

connection is dropped. with the message "Proxy Server Refused Connection·· by 

default. 

4.3.7 Internet Connectivity 

Presently Sri Lanka Telecom (SL T) and Lanka Bell are the Internet Service Providers 

for SLI. The connectivity is given using a leased circuit. Users are given Internet 
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access via proxy and caching servers. To upgrade this setup so that dual stack clients 

can access I Pv6-only sites in the Internet. it is required to create a tunnel bet\\ een the 

SLI edge router and the service provider edge. Lanka Bell does not so far tunnel 1Pv6 

packets to the Internet leaving SL T as the only option. where they have agreed to open 

an I Pv6 tunnel to Internet. 

Figure 4.9 shows the setup used for Internet access testing and figure 4.10 shows the 

router configuration at SLI. This tunnel is created between two routers and it is always 

recommended to have configured tunnels in such cases [I]. A dual stack PC was used 

bypassing the firewall for connectivity testing. The PC was given an 1Pv6 address in 

the range of 2402:d000:a2:6::/64. 
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Figure 4.9: Internet Access Network 

Both the 1Pv6 and existing 1Pv4 addresses configured in the same interface and tunnel 

are sourced via the serial Interface of the perimeter router. Figure 4.10 shows the 

perimeter router configuration. 
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Figure 4.10: Perimeter router configuration at SLI 

Once you place a default 1Pv6 route entry pointing to the Ethernet interface of the 

router. the PC is ready to access 1Pv6 sites. Presently SL T does not have a DNS server 

with an 1Pv6 address. But there are a plenty of DNS servers available in the Internet 

any one of which can be used. Internet Explorer (IE) version 7 supports !Pv6 addresses 

when typed within square brackets. as shown below. 

h t:: p: I I [ 3 f f!?: 2a 0 o: 1 ~~ o : 7 3 o l: : 1 J 

Next step is to access Internet from the intranet of SLI. The fire\~all used is a Cisco 

PIX 515 with !OS version 7. As per documentation (not official Cisco documentation) 

PIX 515 supports 1Pv6. But it does not allow basically --anything related to 1Pv6 .. by 

using the graphical tool. Adaptive Security Device Manager (ASDM) version 5.0. The 

attempted setup is shown in figure 4.1 I for better understanding. Only the IN and OUT 

zones are shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4.11: Initial setup for Internet access 

Generally. with Cisco PIX firewalls. to send a packet from a High Security area (IN) to 

a Low Security Area (OUT) two rules are required. One rule is to route the packet and 

the other rule is to NAT. With 1Pv6. all the steps namely. assigning I Pv6 addresses to 

interfaces. defining objects and object groups \Vith 1Pv6 addresses and defining securi

ty rules can be implemented \Vith the command line. But it seems that there is no \\ ay 

of routing packets from IN to OUT without the NAT rule \vhich is not allowed \\ith 

I Pv6 addresses. Further the firewall does not allow source routing. There is an option 

"Enable traffic through the firewall without address translation ... but there is no 

difference even with this option enabled. 

The only available option was to have a router with two Ethernet ports bypassing the 

firevvall as shown in figure 4.12. This setup is shown again in figure 4.9· for easy 

reference. 
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Figure 4.12: Internet setup vvith a bypass router 

This was done only to test the operation and this should not be done as a practice due 

to obvious reasons. Both interfaces of the bypass router have I Pv6 addresses and the 

internal 1Pv6 address was configured as the default gate\vay of the client machines. 
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With an external DNS server this setup works well. To avoid routing loops. perimeter 

router should be enabled with policy based routing so that packets with !Pv6 sources 

only to be diverted via the bypass router. But again due to the Cisco !OS limitation this 

too could not be configured. As such. at the time of testing. perimeter router's default 

gate\vay \'<as set to divert all the traffic to the bypass router. However. the web brows

ers of client machines should be upgraded to IE 7 or Mozilla Fire Fox version 3 as 

stated earlier. As described in the previous section there is no proxy support or no 

cache engine support. 

4.4 Summary 
This chapter describes the level of easiness and difficulty in an 1Pv6 migration in live 

environment highlighting the areas which can be migrated without difficulty and the 

areas which are not that easy to migrate. 
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